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Abstract

Introduction: The first case of severe acute respiratory syndrome 2 (SARS-CoV-2) was imported to Pakistan in February 2020, since then 8,260
deaths have been witnessed. The virus has been constantly mutating and local transmission cases from different countries vary due to host
dependent viral adaptation. Many distinct clusters of variant SARS-CoV-2 have been defined globally. In this study, the epidemiology of
SARS-CoV-2 was studied and locally transmitted SARS-CoV-2 isolates from Karachi were sequenced to compared and identify any possible
variants.
Methodology: The real time PCR was performed on nasopharyngeal specimen to confirm SARS-CoV-2 with Orf 1ab and E gene as targets.
The virus isolates were sequenced through oxford nanopore technology MinION platform. Isolates from the first and second wave of COVID19 outbreak in Karachi were compared.
Results: The overall positivity rate for PCR was 26.24% with the highest number of positive cases in June. Approximately, 37.45% PCR
positive subjects aged between 19-40 years. All the isolates belonged to GH clade and shared missense mutation D614G in spike protein linked
to increased transmission rate worldwide. Another spike protein mutation A222V coexisted with D614G in the virus from the second wave of
COVID-19.
Conclusions: Based on the present findings it is suggested that the locally transmitted virus from Karachi varies from those reported from other
parts of Pakistan. Slight variability was also observed between viruses from the first and second wave. Variability in any potential vaccine
target may result in failed trials, therefore information on any local viral variants is always useful for effective vaccine design and/or selection.
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Introduction
Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) is a transmissible
infectious disease caused by a newly emerged beta
coronavirus - SARS-CoV-2 originated as a result of
viral spillover from animals [1]. It is a positive sense,
enveloped, single stranded RNA virus of genus
Betacoronavirus [2]. The exact origin of this virus
either from the bat, pangolin, or any other mammal is
still under debate [1,3]. Metagenomic analysis of
SARS-CoV-2 has revealed that it is a distinct virus
closely related to SARS CoV. The COVID-19
pandemic started in December 2019 after first reports

from Wuhan, China [3,4]. To date, it has affected 188
countries with a death rate of 2.31%. The death rate for
SARS-CoV-2 infection is lower than SARS CoV with
a higher transmission capability [5]. The global elderly
population was most affected with higher mortalities
due to acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). The
first SARS-CoV-2 genome was sequenced and
published in December 2019 by Wang et al [6]. The
genome of SARS-CoV-2 is ~29.9 kb long with orf1ab
at the 5’end and spike protein (S), envelope protein (E)
and matrix protein (M) coded at the 3’ end. Seven viral
accessory proteins are also coded by ORF3a, ORF6,
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ORF7a, ORF7b, ORF8a, ORF8b and ORF10 genes [7].
The virus has sixteen non-structural proteins (NS1NS16). The infection initiates with lower respiratory
discomfort which progress to pneumonia often causing
sudden deaths [4,8]. The virus establishes itself by
binding through receptor binding spike protein to
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors in
lungs [4]. Data from various studies support virus
induced exaggerated immune reaction or cytokine
storming leading to extensive damage to ACE2
receptors expressing organs in the host [2].
The rapid spread of the recent outbreak of COVID19 was due to the dilemma that asymptomatic carriers
were capable of transmitting the virus to a healthy
human. During SARS CoV outbreak earlier in
2002/2003 variant viruses evolved due to possible
transformation events within host [9]. Likewise, SARSCoV-2 has acquired many mutations with time. A large
number of SARS-CoV-2 sequences have been
deposited in respective repositories since the beginning
of the pandemic [10,11]. Due to relatively lower
mutation rates different branches or clades have been
defined [12]. The clinical significance of all these
clades is yet to be defined. As per Nextstrain an open
source project so far five large clades of SARS-CoV-2
(19A, 19B, 20A, 20B and 20C) have been identified all
over the world. The earlier strains identified in 2019
belonged to clade 19A and 19B. The clade 19B
(GISAID S) differed from the root clade 19A by
substitutions of C > T and T > C at positions 8782 and
28144 respectively. The clade 20 A had unique
substitutions of C > T at positions 3037 and 14408
along with substitution G > C 28883. The clade 20B
originated with consecutive substations 28881 G > A,
28882 G > A, and 28883 G > C whereas 20C has
substitutions 1059 C > T and 25563 G > T. The clades
19A and 19B were geographically linked to Asia
whereas 20A and 20B were prevalent in Europe
suggesting their European origin. Moreover, clade 20C
was prevalent in North America in the latter half of
2020. The SARS-CoV-2 sequences submitted from
Pakistan corresponds to clades 19A, 19B, 20A and 20B.
Rapid whole genome sequencing coupled with prompt
data sharing is the key to understand the emergence of
variants and geographic epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2
variants during the current pandemic [13]. Clinical
correlation of these variants with disease transmission
dynamic, treatment responsiveness and fatality rates
have also been extensively studied [14]. Among the
various sequencing platforms, third generation
sequencing of SARS CoV whole genome by Oxford
Nanopore MinION technology based sequencing has
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gained popularity. The advantage of this platform is that
long reads of virus genome are obtained and time to
data acquisition and analysis is also reduced as
compared to other methodologies [15]. The objective of
the present study was to evaluate the epidemiology of
SARS-CoV-2 in symptomatic and asymptomatic
COVID –19 suspected cases with the impact of age and
gender. Furthermore, locally transmitted SARS-CoV-2
isolates from Karachi were sequenced to compared and
identify any possible variants.
Methodology
This study was conducted at National Institute of
Blood Diseases and Bone Marrow Transplantation after
approval from NIBD Bioethics committee. A total of
2,065 patients of either gender were enrolled. A detailed
proforma was filled in order to obtain the background
exposure and brief clinical history of all patients.
Nasopharyngeal specimens were collected from
suspected COVID-19 patients and transported in VTM
to the laboratory for viral RNA extraction using
Favorgene viral RNA extraction kit (Cat#: FAVNK
001-2, Fav0rgene Bio Corp, Taiwan). The real time
PCR was performed using CE IVD marked Bosphore
Anatolia Geneworks kit with orf1ab and E genes as
viral targets.
Viral whole genome sequencing
RNA was extracted from six nasopharyngeal
samples positive for SARS-CoV-2. All the patients
were confirmed local transmission cases from Karachi.
Viral RNA extracted from both asymptomatic and
symptomatic COVID-19 patients were included. Whole
genome sequencing was performed as previously
described through ONT MinION platform. Briefly,
cDNA was prepared from viral RNA using random
primer mix (NEB, Massachusetts, United States), and
LunaScript® RT SuperMix Kit (Cat #: E3010G). The
cDNA was enriched using Q5 high-fidelity DNA
polymerase (Cat #: M0492; NEB, USA) and ARTIC v3
primers (Integrated DNA Technologies (ITD),
Belgium). The 400bp amplicons generated were used
for library preparation after purification by AMPure XP
beads (Agencourt Beckman CoulterTM A63881) and
quantification with a Qubit fluorometer using QubitTM
RNA BR Assay kit (Cat #: Q10210, ThermoFisher
Scientific, Massachusetts, United States). For
sequencing, SQK-LSK104 ligation kit was used and
samples were loaded as per standard protocol on a
MinION MK1B instrument. All the samples were
multiplexed in one run after barcoding. The samples
were run for 72 hours on the R9 flow cell. The acquired
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data were aligned in real time with SARS-CoV-2
reference sequence (NC_045512.2) using RAMPART
(MiniKnow). Files in SAM/BAM format were accessed
by SAM tools v. 1.9-11.

Figure 1. Detailed overview of SARS-CoV-2 suspected samples
analyzed at National Institute of Blood Diseases and Bone
Marrow Transplantation.

Variant calling and phylogenetic profiling
Variant calling was performed using BCF tools v.
1.9. Further variant annotation was done by
ANNOVAR. The consensus sequences were generated
by mapping the variants to the reference genomes using
BCF tools followed by submission to the GISAID
database and NCBI. The initial phylogenetic analysis
was performed using 570 genome sequences; including
all available Pakistani SARS-CoV-2 genomes;
retrieved from the NCBI SARS-CoV-2 resources
(GISAID, epicovTM). The fast alignment was performed
using MAFFT. Moreover, IQ-TREE v. 2.1.2 through
pipeline adopted by Augur [16] was used to infer
maximum-likelihood trees. The generated tree was
visualized using FigTree 1.4.3 [17]. Viral clades were
identified by nucleotide or amino acid substitutions and
Nextstrain nomenclature [18] was followed for
matching. The robustness of individual nodes was
statistically determined by comparing with 1,000
bootstraps replicate. The viral lineage was determined
by using Phylogenetic Assignment of Named Global
Outbreak LINeages tool [19].

Nasopharyngeal swabs were tested for the presence of SARS-CoV-2
RNA using commercial kit. X axis (horizontal) shows dates from 4th
May to 30th November 2020 when samples were taken. A) Graphical
summary of tested specimens per day. The green line shows samples
negative SARS-CoV-2 per day and the blue line shows positive samples.
The dots indicate total samples for each day. The red arrow indicates the
date of collection for samples 1= NIBD01-PAK-KHI, 2=NIBD02-PAKKHI, 3=NIBD03-PAK-KHI, NIBD04 selected for SARS-CoV-2 whole
genome sequencing. B) The box and whiskers graph where Ct median
value with SARS-CoV-2 specific Orf1ab as target is indicated by line
and the box is extended from 25th to the 75th percentiles. Lowest median
Ct value 20.21 was observed in October.

Statistical analysis
Median Ct values per month for Orf1ab gene were
recorded from May to November 2020. For statistical
analyses and graphs SPSS version 22 was used.
Results
A total of 2065 SARS-CoV-2 suspected
nasopharyngeal samples were tested by PCR at
COVID-19 Lab. of NIBD during May to November
2020. The overall positivity rate for PCR was 26.24%.
The highest number of positive cases with increased
viral load (lower Ct values) was observed during the
month of June (Figure 1a). Moreover, the Ct value for
Table 1. Detailed genomic features of four SARS CoV2 viruses.
Genbank
GISAID
Sample
Accession
Lineage
Accession No.
Number
NIBD01MW403500
EPI_ISL_708839 B.1.36.6
PAK-KHI
NIBD02MW400961
EPI_ISL_709540 B.1.36.6
PAK-KHI
NIBD03MW411960
EPI_ISL_709544 B.1.160.
Pak-Khi
NIBD04MW411961
EPI_ISL_709542
B.1.36
Pak-Khi

SARS-CoV-2 ranged between 10.8 to 34.32 in June
with a median Ct value of 24.2 (Figure 1b). A large
number of patients were negative for SARS-CoV-2
with COVID-19 like symptoms caused by probably
some other viral or bacterial infection. The common

No of
reads

genome
Size

GC
content

coverage X

Depth of
Coverage

Mapped
reads

193131

29603

39%

100

2976

98.57%

240238

29836

39%

100

2976

98.58%

232888

29594

40%

100

3653

98.57%

197900

29519

40%

100

3161

86.77%
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indication was weakness for PCR positive and PCR
negative groups. The frequency of SARS-CoV-2
positive males (27.5%) was slightly higher than females
(26.28%). Approximately 37.45% PCR positive
subjects aged between 19-40 years.
Viral whole genome sequencing
Six samples with low Ct values < 20 (range: 10.0819.69) were selected. Two samples were not processed
further due to failed QC after cDNA enrichment step.
Of the 4 remaining samples, two were isolates from
asymptomatic patients and one from mild and moderate
COVID-19 –patients each. The age range of selected
subjects was 22-58 years. Viral genome sequences from
these confirmed cases of local transmission of SARSCoV-2 from Karachi during June (peak of first wave)
and October (initial phase of second wave) were
obtained through MinIon ONT platform. The
sequencing details with GISAID accession numbers are
listed in Table 1. The genome size obtained was 29903
with depth of coverage between 2976-3653 (Table 1).
Phylogenetic profiling
The whole genome sequences obtained were
aligned with the reference genome and 570 global
sequences. The strains NIBD 01-PAK-KHI and NIBD
02-PAK-KHI clustered with variants from Bangladesh
and India with descendent predominantly from Saudi
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Arabia, India and England. New nodes were defined for
NIBD 03-PAK-KHI and NIBD 04-PAK-KHI with the
divergence of 14 and 27 respectively. Both these were
clustered with separate sequences from New Zealand
having presumed ancestral connection with isolates
from India, Saudi Arabia and England.
The phylogenetic relatedness with previously
submitted sequences from Pakistan, India, Saudi
Arabia, Netherland, England, New Zealand was
observe with a pair-wise mean genetic distance of
0.011.
Mutational analysis
The mutational analysis revealed the presence of 21
synonymous mutations, 15 non-synonymous mutations
and 2 non-frame shift substitutions altogether, spanning
in 5’UTR, spike, orf1ab, orf1a, orf3a, orf7a, orf 8,
orf10, N and M protein genes (Table 2). All the four
sequences were grouped in clade 20A (GISAID: GH)
since characteristic mutation in 5’UTR 241 C>T and
nonsynonymous SNV i.e. 3037 C > T, 23403 A > G (SD614G), 25563 G > T (Q57H) were observed. As per
GISAID database, four previously submitted sequences
from Pakistan also belonged to GH clade but sublineage signatures vary with 32 additional mutations
observed in the sequences obtained during the present
study from local transmission cases of Karachi (Table
2).

Figure 2. Phylogenetic tree for locally isolated SARS CoV 2 viruses from Pakistan.

The locally transmitted SARS-CoV-2 from Karachi clustered distinctly with viruses from Kohat and Islamabad. The root for the tree is reference sequence
from China NC_045512.2.
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Table 2. List of single nucleotide variants in genome of locally transmitted SARS CoV2 from Karachi.
amino acid
Sample Ids
Mutation
gene
gene location
Type of Single nucleotide variant
change
1,2,3,4
*241C>T
5′UTR
untranslated region
NA
3
458G>A
orf1ab
nsp1
E65K
*nonsynonymous_SNV
3
1351A>G,
orf1ab
nsp2
p.Q362Q
synonymous_SNV
3
1451A>G
orf1ab
nsp2
I396V/I216V
nonsynonymous_SNV
4
1722C>T
orf1a
nsp2
A486V
nonsynonymous_SNV
1,2,3,4
*3037C>T
Orf1ab
nsp3
F924F
*synonymous_SNV
1
4126G>A
orf1ab
nsp3
V1287V
synonymous_SNV
1
5482C>T
orf1ab
nsp3
A1739A
synonymous_SNV
4
8512A>G,
orf1ab
nsp3
Q2749Q
synonymous_SNV
4
9877T>C
orf1ab
nsp4
Y3204Y
synonymous_SNV
4
10985A>G
orf1ab
R3574G
nonsynonymous_SNV
4
11222G>T
orf1ab
nsp6
V3653F
nonsynonymous_SNV
4
12616C>T,
orf1ab
nsp8
p.D4117D
synonymous_SNV
1,2,3,4
*14408C>T
ORF1ab
NSP12
P323L
*nonframeshift_substitution
4
15738C>T
orf1ab
NSP12
F5158F
synonymous_SNV
4
16716C>T
orf1ab
helicase
D5484D
synonymous_SNV
3
16915C>T
orf1ab
Helicase
L5551L
synonymous_SNV
2
17502C>T
orf1ab
F5746F
synonymous_SNV
1,2,3,4
18877C>T
ORF1ab
3'-to-5' exonuclease
L6205L
synonymous_SNV
4
21868A>T
Spike
nsp11
R102S
nonsynonymous_SNV
4
21868A>T
Spike
surface glycoprotein
R102S
nonsynonymous_SNV
4
**22227C>T
Spike
surface glycoprotein
A222V
**nonsynonymous_SNV
1
22444C>T
spike
surface glycoprotein
D294D
synonymous_SNV
1,2,3,4
*23403A>G
spike
surface glycoprotein
D614G
*nonsynonmous
3
24202T>C
S
surface glycoprotein
G880G
synonymous_SNV
4
25463C>T
ORF3a
NS3
T24I
nonsynonymous_SNV
1,2,3,4
*25563G>T
ORF3a
NS3
Q57H
*nonsynonymous_SNV
4
25916C>T
ORF3a
NS3
T175I
nonsynonymous_SNV
membrane
3
26534C>T
M
S4S
synonymous_SNV
glycoprotein
membrane
1,2,3
26735C>T
M
Y71Y
synonymous_SNV
glycoprotein
membrane
4
26735C>T
M
T77T
synonymous_SNV
glycoprotein
4
27561G>T
ORF7a
_
L56L
synonymous_SNV/Nonframeshift substitution
4
*28253C>T
ORF8
_
F120F/I120S
synonymous_SNV
nucleocapsid
1
28854C>T
N
S194L
nonsynonymous_SNV
phosphoprotein
nucleocapsid
4
28854C>T
N
S194L
nonsynonymous_SNV
phosphoprotein
nucleocapsid
3
28899G>T
N
R209I
nonsynonymous_SNV
phosphoprotein
nucleocapsid
4
28940C>T
N
L223L
synonymous_SNV
phosphoprotein
nucleocapsid
4
29095C>T
N
F274F
synonymous_SNV
phosphoprotein
4
29628G>A
ORF10
NS3
R24H
nonsynonymous_SNV
1: NIBD01-PAK-KHI; 2: NIBD02-PAK-KHI; 3: NIBD03-PAK-KHI; 4: NIBD04; * Clade defining variants observed in other GH clade variants from Pakistan;
**Characteristic mutation of GV clade.
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Hence, all the genome sequences were unrelated to the
previously reported cluster of SARS-CoV-2 from
Pakistan except for four isolates; 3 from Islamabad and
1 from Kohat belonging to GH clade lineage B (Table
1; Figure 3). The NIBD4-PAK-KHI obtained from a
health care worker varied from the other isolates with
the highest number of mutations (Table 2). An
additional clade GV specific nonsynonymous variant
22227 C > T (A222V) in spike protein was also present
in NIBD4-PAK-KHI along with D614G mutation.
About 7% of all GISAID sequences belonged to GV
clade which is characterized by the presence of A222V
SNV. The virus NIBD4-PAK-KHI is the first variant of
GH clade harboring 22227 C > T isolated in October
from Asia. Close but divergent sequence homology was
detected with a variant virus from New Zealand
collected in November 2020 (GISAID accession no:
EPI_ISL_682284; Figure 3).
Discussion
Karachi is the most populous major metropolitan
city of Pakistan. The first imported case of COVID-19,
was detected in Karachi in February 2020, in a returning
traveler from Iran. After that the city became the worsthit area of Pakistan during the first wave of COVID-19.
This study is one of the initial reports on the
epidemiological and molecular landscape of SARSCoV-2 from Karachi. Based on the retrospective data
from NIBD the PCR positivity rate for SARS-CoV-2
was 24.2% in June (the peak of first wave) which
dropped to 5% during September. The positive cases
per day increased in October (Figure 1) with a lowest
median Ct value observed in October as compared to
Figure 3. Geo-epidemiological profile of SARS-CoV-2 viruses
from Karachi. The out group for the tree is Wuhan reference
sequence NC_045512.2.
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other months. The increasing trend in PCR positivity
during this period correlated well with the regional
increase in COVID-19 cases in Sindh. In order to
contain SARS-CoV-2 transmission and also to reduce
the possible burden on the striving national healthcare
system, the government of Pakistan officially imposed
a smart lockdown declaring a second wave of COVID19 with increased cases on 28th October 2020. In order
to evaluate any possible genetic variability in
community transmitted SARS-CoV-2 in Karachi, four
confirmed indigenous SARS-CoV-2 viruses were
randomly selected from the peak of first wave and
initial phase of second wave of COVID-19. The
genome sequencing was performed through ONT
MinION platform. The ONT is claimed to be the most
accurate, sensitive and quick method with reduced PCR
based bias for detecting minute changes in viral
genome. Samples are barcoded to facilitate
multiplexing and the tiling generates precise long
stretches of genome which could be read easily through
defined pipelines thereby decreasing the time for postacquisition analysis of SARS-CoV-2 genome [15]. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first study from
Pakistan on SARS-CoV-2 genome exploiting the
potential of this third generation sequencing method.
The evolution of SARS-CoV-2 is nonrandom and
human host dependent variants are evolving. With over
272,829 virus sequence depositions in GISAID
Initiative (epicov.org) alone [20]. SARS-CoV-2
proteins are heterogeneous with a large number of
variable amino acid substitutions with either no or
significant impact on viral transmission and
transcription within human host [21]. Many prevalent
mutations have been defined for SARS-CoV-2 with
signature hotspot mutation for each distinct clade [22].
The lineages for studied viruses were defined through
Pangoline pipeline and all were placed in lineage B1
with sub-lineage differences listed in Table 1. The
23403 A > G is a widely documented hotspot mutation
in spike protein that replaces aspartic acid with glycine
at position 614 altering the viral antigenic properties
[23]. Variants with D614G evade initial immune
recognition by the host resulting in production of
autoantibodies and facilitate higher- transmission,
infectivity and case fatality rate (CFR). All the
sequenced viruses of the current study had this mutation
along with Q57H in orf3a gene grouping them in Next
strain clade 20A (GISAID: GH; Table 2). The
coexisting Q57H has previously been reported to
reduce the virulence of D614G therefore the prevalence
of the GH clade in Pakistan may be a probable reason
for low mortality rate (2.1%) for COVID-19 cases
1381
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during July to September. Furthermore, the Q57H
amino acid substitution causes truncation of orf3b gene
via introduction of a stop codon at amino acid 13 giving
rise to full length orf3b deficient variants [24,25]. These
variants were prevalent in Asian and North American
countries, including Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, South
Korea, Israel, Egypt, USA and Colombia [5,26,27]. All
Pakistani isolates sequenced between June to
November 2020 belonged to GH clade with Q57H
substitution (Figure 3). The orf3b is a potential
serological target for most vaccines; hence, this
serological difference should be taken into account
while selecting a vaccine for SARS-CoV-2 in Pakistan.
Another prevalent mutation in Pakistani GH isolates is
non-frameshift substitution P323L in NSP12 which was
linked to higher severity [24]. Almost a 100%
coexistence of D614G, P323L and C241T has been
reported which is in line with the present observations.
This coexistence positively favors viral replication,
infectivity, transmission and manipulation of host
machinery [28]. Of the 39 mutations observed in the
SARS-CoV-2 genomes sequenced during the present
study; 33 SNVs were not observed in previously
submitted sequences from Pakistan defining a separate
local cluster for SARS-CoV-2 virus accumulating
within Karachi (Figure 2). It may be because of the host
driven genetic drift within the viral genome of locally
transmitted SARS-CoV-2 virus [29].
Spike A222V mutation was reported from Spain
during spring 2020 and clade GV (20A EU1) of SARSCoV-2 was defined with increased infectivity and
fatality potential [30]. Many mutations overlap between
G clade. The global coexistence of A222V mutation
within GH clade viruses is rare (0.0015%; GISAID
Initiative (epicov.org) with total of 84 viruses. The
NIBD04 PAK-KHI carried this mutation and is the first
sequence from Asia with this unique coexistence
sharing ancestral origin from Europe. Within Europe
and USA; the A222V is associated with newer waves
of COVID-19 with increase viral loads, similarly the
virus from the initial phase of second wave of COVID19 in Karachi was presented with it. It can be assumed
that the median viral load corresponding with a lower
median Ct value may be an indirect indication of
accumulation of this virus in Karachi which needs
further confirmation via sequencing of virus from the
second wave. Another possible reason for this variance
in NIBD04 PAK-KHI could be co-infection with two
variants of SARS-CoV-2. The co-infection has been
reported with a low prevalence rate of 1.5% in
healthcare workers globally. In either case, caution is
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warranted since infectivity potential for this variant is
higher throughout Europe.
Conclusions
Hence it can be concluded that the second wave of
COVID-19 may not be clinically distinct but host
driven genetic evolution of virus may impact its
infectivity and CFR. Future comparative genomic
studies with a substantial number of SARS-CoV-2
isolates from first and second waves are suggested in
order to understand the possible evolutionary origin,
genomic variability and trajectory of anticipated futures
waves.
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